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Abstract—In order to attain higher manufacturing efficiency,
“dual (two) servo systems” are widely used in advanced Computer
Numerical Controlled (CNC) machine tools. A well-known
example is the linear motor driven gantry type of micro machine
tools where dual servos are employed to drive the heavier gantry
axis. I propose Sliding Mode controllers for the servo drive system.
To get high performances, we have to control the input variable in
uncertainties and disturbance. Two cases are discussed for each
control scheme. Normal case, parameter variation case, and
disturbance case are considered. When PI Controller is
implemented in the system, its gives better performance compared
to other controllers, but results are ineffective for disturbance
case. Sliding mode control is then implemented. It is observed that
system performance increases when compared to PI for parameter
variation case and for disturbance case which shows the
robustness of SMC.

A. Servo motor and its working
A servomotor is a servomechanism. All the more
particularly, it is a shut circle servomechanism that uses
position criticism to control its movement and last position. The
information to its control is some sign, either simple or
advanced, speaking to the position told for the output shaft. The
motor is matched with some sort of encoder to give position and
rate input. In the least complex case, just the position is
measured. The deliberate position of the yield is contrasted with
the order position, the outer information to the controller. On
the off chance that the yield position varies from that needed, a
lapse sign is created which then causes the engine to pivot in
either bearing, as expected to convey the yield shaft to the
proper position. As the positions approach, the slip sign
diminishes to zero and the engine stops.

Index Terms—sliding mode control, cross- coupled controller,
servo motor, servo system, dual servo system.

I. INTRODUCTION
In order to attain higher manufacturing efficiency, “dual
(two) servo systems” are widely used in advanced Computer
Numerical Controlled (CNC) machine tools. A well-known
example is the linear motor driven gantry type of micro machine
tools where dual servos are employed to drive the heavier
gantry axis. Recently, dual servos are also used in spindle
systems. “Double sided milling” is an example where two
spindles are required to obligingly remove material on both
sides of a work piece.

Figure 1 Servo mechanism

B. Set point synchronization method

II. INTRODUCTION TO MULTI-AXIS
SYNCHRONIZATION
The expression "motion axis" alludes to one level of freedom,
or forward and rearward kineticism along one heading. It might
be direct or turning kineticism, and may take the type of a carpet
lift, a revolving blade, or numerous different sorts. At the point
when two or more tomahawks of kineticism are included on a
solitary machine, that machine is utilizing multi-pivot
kineticism. The axis may be working freely, or moving
together. The desideratum for multi-axis synchronization arises
whenever the axes must move together, and the relationship
between their respective forms of kineticism is consequential.
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Figure 2 Set point synchronization method

In Set-point synchronization method, the speed command of
following axis is given by the speed command of leading axis
multiplied by a factor.
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C. Feedback synchronization method

Figure 3 Feedback synchronization method

In feedback synchronization method, the speed command of
following axis is produced by the actual speed of leading axis
multiplied by a factor.

from watched information output information. It can be seen as
the interface between this present reality of uses and the
scientific universe of control hypothesis and model
deliberations. In that capacity, it is an omnipresent need for
fruitful applications. System identification proof is a substantial
subject, with diverse strategies that rely on upon the character
of the models to be assessed: direct, nonlinear, mixture,
nonparametric and so forth.
V. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION INPUT OUTPUT DATA
RELATION AND PLOTTING

III. CROSS COUPLED CONTROLLING METHOD

Figure 4 Cross coupled control method






The control goal is to achieve synchronous error
between two servo motor.
The controller design is based on PID controller.
In these scheme the feedback loop is required for
accurate position control.
The cross coupling controller is used for the reduction
of synchronous error between two servo motors.

Figure 6 Input output relationship

The plot indicate the response of system, the desire step input
given to the system via LabVIEW. The graph gives the relation
between input-output quantities. To identify the system we
must need input output quantities as a same parameters.
VI. SIMULATION AND SIMULINK RESULT
A. Simulink model

IV. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

Figure 7 MAT LAB Simulink model
Figure 5 System identification method

System identification proof is the craftsmanship and
investigation of building numerical models of dynamic system
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As indicated in fig. 7 the system partitioned into both separate
plants, the first is ostensible plant and another is genuine plant.
Ostensible plant is fundamentally the same to real plant for
outlining the control system. Set point into precise revolution
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provides for ostensible plant, genuine plant takes after
ostensible plant yield as a source of perspective data.
B. Simulation graph
Fig. 8 indicate the smooth tracking of reference signal. The
both figures are indicate angular velocity and position
displacement in rotation.

many more.
ARDUINO is widely use in achieve accurate motion control
which working on PWM motion control. It’s used to control
many DC machine which driver work on PWM base signal.
The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the
ATmega328. It has 14 digital input/output pins which of which
6 can be used as PWM outputs, 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz
ceramic resonator, a USB connection, an ICSP header. It
contains everything needed to support the microcontroller;
simply connect it to the computer with a USB cable or power it
with AC-to-DC adapter or battery.
VIII. DETAIL OF PROJECT LAYOUT AND OUTPUT
RESULT

Figure 8 Simulink output

The green line indicate position tracking of nominal model
with actual model and another one red line indicate velocity
tracking in term of angular.

Figure 11 Detail layout of implementation

Figure 9 Simulink output with load

VII. IMPLEMENTATION

NI LabVIEW system outline programming contains a
complete accumulation of move and customize controls and
markers so you can rapidly and effortlessly make client
interfaces for your application and adequately envision results
without needing to coordinate outsider parts or fabricate sees
sans preparation. The fast move and customize methodology
does not take a swing at to the detriment of adaptability. Power
clients can redo the implicit controls by means of the control
editorial manager and automatically control UI components to
make exceptionally tweaked client encounters.
Here, the main function of Lab-view is writing speed
command for servo motor, changing speed of Motor and
observe the speed from feedback.
A. Frequency to PWM conversion using ARDUINO

Figure 10 implementation method

The overview about control strategy gives in above figure.
LabVIEW is widely used to data equitation between hardware
analog input/output, sensor interfacing, many instrumentation
application, building up control system, actuator interfacing and
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Figure 12 Frequency to PWM converter
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B. Real time Implementation setup
The setup for ongoing equipment demonstrate as above in
fig. 13. Utilizing DSO and LabVIEW GUI, it's demonstrate the
yield flags and some more. DSO used to demonstrate the
produced PWM signal from controller. The both motors are
associated together so it can be easy to watch speed
synchronization between them.
Figure 15 Implementation result

Figure 13 Hardware setup

C. Zero speed to positive negative speed
As shown in fig. 14 speed is varying from zero speed to
positive negative rotation change. Set point changing between
zeros to positive negative speed change. As shown in figure
changing set point from zero to 36rpm speed, the first motor
rotate at constant speed, in second motor chattering occurs to
achieve the speed.

to evolving set-point from counter clockwise expanding
velocity to clockwise heading, its watch diminishing pace from
quick to ease back and again ease back to quick. So set-point
changing from counter clockwise to clockwise heading shows
careful following in expanding stacking condition. The navy
blue line shows set point, red line shows speed of motor 1 and
lite blue with chattering shows tracked speed of motor-2.
Controller gives more action at slow speed, to get more
tracking accuracy. At zero speed no chattering occurs to track
the speed of motor.
E. From maximum negative to increasing speed
As shown in below fig. 16 at maximum speed at -60 RPM
the both motors are rotating at zero error. But in case of high
disturbance minor jerks shown inside the figure.
Most extreme pace rating of RMC-22xx servo motor is 60
RPM. So taking reaction at most extreme rate is exceptionally
essential, greatest rate following is exceptionally unique case in
light of the fact that at greatest rate limit auxiliary motor not
able to expand pace to track the first motor. In this unique case
the cross coupled control strategy lessen pace of motor 1 as
indicated by input of motor 2.

Figure 14 Real-time implementation result

Blue line is set point given to motor 1, speed of motor-1 is
given as red line and the tracking speed of motor-2 shows in
light blue color with chattering.
D. Set-point change from negative to positive speed track
As show in fig. 15 the set point changing from -36 RPM, 24 RPM, 0 RPM, +24 RPM and +36 RPM, the motors are
tracking exactly track the speed, in this case tracking speed is
varying around 0.9% at constant speed input.

Figure 16 Implementation result

For this situation cross-coupled controller make a move
between both engines to take them into flawless
synchronization at greatest rate following, the sliding mode
controller produce control activity as per motor 2 input. The
ordinary sliding mode controller may harm the motor drive
when expand the velocity.
IX. CHATTERING IN HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
A perfect sliding mode exists just when the state direction of
the controlled plant concurs with the craved direction at against
all odds. This may require limitlessly quick exchanging. In
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genuine system, an exchanged controller has defects which
restrict changing to a limited recurrence. The agent point then
wavers inside of a neighborhood of the exchanging surface.
This swaying, called chattering.
During control action, sliding mode control gives action
according to set point achievement, in these case chattering
occurs in between the set point tracking, due to this chattering
around 0.92% error occurs in synchronization.
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